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FOOD PREFERENCES OF INDIVIDUALS ON A WEIGHT LOSS JOURNEY  

 

Abstract 

Maintaining a healthy weight involves a 

variety of factors, including sleep patterns, 

exercise routines, and environmental and 

medical situations. However, if one is trying 

to get to a healthy weight, the meals they eat 

also need to be considered. Food by itself is 

not the only solution to weight control, but 

there is unquestionably a link between 

nutrition, weight, and health. 

This thorough study examines the mind-

boggling transaction of food inclinations 

among people effectively participated in 

weight reduction ventures. Providing a 

nuanced comprehension of the complex idea 

of food inclinations and their suggestions for 

weight loss enthusiasts, it recognizes the 

developing scene of weight, moving from 

past view of outrageous eating regimens and 

brief arrangements towards an ongoing 

comprehension that underscores adjusted, 

manageable, and long-haul way of life 

changes. By perceiving these impacts, the 

exploration reveals the intricacies that people 

face while endeavoring to go with dietary 

decisions that supplement their weight 

reduction endeavors. This exploration 

utilized a thorough study strategy to dive into 

the complexities of food inclinations among 

people on a weight reduction venture.  

This article encompasses the past and present 

perceptions, the cultural and psychological 

aspects, and the evolving trends that shape 

individuals' choices. We sought to explore 

the types of foods that individuals on a weight 

loss journey find most appealing and are 

inclined to include in their diet and to gauge 

the level of awareness and adherence to 

dietary guidelines (1). Also, to assess the 

impact of personal preferences on their food 

choices during weight loss, to determine any 

patterns or trends in food preferences that 

may be associated with successful weight 

management. And to gather insights into the 

challenges individuals face in maintaining a 

healthy eating pattern while pursuing their 

weight loss goals. 

 

Keywords: low-carb, high-fat (LCHF), body 

mass index (BMI), food choices motives 

(FCM). 

 

1. Introduction 

The topic of food preferences among 

individuals on a weight loss journey is a 

dynamic and multifaceted area of study that 

delves into the complex relationship between 

personal tastes, dietary choices, and the 

pursuit of a healthier lifestyle. Embarking on 

a weight loss journey is a transformative 

experience that often demands a keen 

examination of one's dietary habits. As 

individuals navigate the path towards their 

health goals, their food preferences and 

choices become pivotal indicators of their 

commitment, adaptability, and understanding 

of nutrition. These choices, influenced by 

factors ranging from personal beliefs to 

scientific research, are as varied as the 

individuals themselves (2). The myriad of 

dietary strategies from intermittent fasting 

and keto to veganism and calorie counting 

reflects the complex interplay of taste, health 

goals, cultural influences, and personal 

convictions. Understanding these preferences 

offers invaluable insights into the holistic 

approach of individuals dedicated to 

reshaping their lives through weight loss.  

When it comes to weight loss, there's plenty 

of advice to follow and multiple options to 

choose from. Individuals on weight loss 
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journey can apt from a variety of diet plans 

that is most suitable according to their 

nutrition and weight. These weight loss 

strategies include low carbohydrate diet as 

the first and foremost choice along with other 

approaches. Low-sugar (low-carb) eats less 

has been broadly utilized for weight decrease, 

yet in addition to overseeing type 2 diabetes 

mellitus (T2DM); many randomized 

controlled preliminaries have been conducted 

(3, 4). A low-carb diet is characterized as 

starch consumption underneath the lower 

limit of the macronutrient circulation range 

for solid grown-ups (5).  

A ketogenic diet is one that promotes 

nutritional ketosis with carbohydrate 

consumption of less than 10% (or 20–50 

g/day). To preserve lean body mass in the 

current situation, daily protein intake should 

be between 0.8 and 1.5 g/kg of ideal body 

weight (6). A ketogenic diet is characterized 

by a drastic reduction in starch intake (less 

than 50 grams per day) and an increase in 

overall protein and fat intake (7). Ketogenic 

diets may reduce appetite and increase 

lipolysis, which may result in increased 

metabolic productivity for fat metabolism 

and have effects on thermogenesis that are 

comparable to those of proteins (7). 

A high-protein diet has been marketed as a 

potentially effective weight-loss strategy 

because it increases satiety and reduces fat 

mass (8). It uses regular measurements of 

carbohydrates along with a diet low in 

calories and high in protein to improve 

metabolic parameters (9). Increased protein 

intake in the diet can have major benefits for 

preventing weight gain (10). The 

Mediterranean diet emphasizes the 

consumption of leafy greens, chicken, fish, 

and dairy products, while consuming almost 

little red meat (11). Sufficient data supports 

the effectiveness of the Mediterranean diet in 

promoting weight loss and preventing 

cardiovascular disease (12). 

As of late, fasting has gotten interest from 

clinical specialists, yet additionally from 

individuals from the overall population with 

an interest in wellbeing. The advantages of 

discontinuous fasting come from a decrease 

in calorie consumption, yet additionally from 

its impacts on metabolic changes to switch 

insulin obstruction, reinforce the resistant 

framework, and improve physical and mental 

functions (13).   

As of late, much interest has zeroed in on 

"when to eat." Dinner timing and the 

circadian cadence have brought a clever issue 

up in weight management (14). 

Modifications in circadian rhythms produce 

biochemical, physiological, and conduct 

circadian mood disturbances, which can be 

brought about by the absence of progress 

between day/night synchronization, (for 

example, being presented to counterfeit light 

around evening time), eating around evening 

time, or a change in time because of fly slack 

or shift work (14).   

2. Literature Review 

• Sandra A. Tsai (2015) examined 

distinctions in sexual orientation in 

weight-related results across the 

weight record (BMI) range in 

overweight and stout grown-ups. 

Information from the Public 

Wellbeing and Sustenance 

Assessment Study 2009-2010 was 

broken down. By BMI 35, the mean 

likelihood of ladies and men to have 

exact weight discernment and weight 

disappointment was 90%; 

endeavored weight reduction was 

60% (ladies) and half (men). At lower 

BMIs, men had up to 40% less 

likelihood than people for these 

weight reduction results. Men who 
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endeavored weight reduction were 

more likely than ladies to lose and 

keep up with ≥10 lbs north of 1 year 

(OR = 1.41; 95% CI = 1.20-1.65) and 

increment practice and eat less fat as 

weight reduction systems; ladies were 

bound to join get-healthy plans, take 

solution diet pills, and follow 

exceptional eating regimens. A need 

exists for male-explicit mediations to 

work on overweight and stout men's 

probability for exact weight insight, 

endeavored weight reduction, and at 

last, fruitful weight reduction (15, 

16). 

• Chantelle Clarke and Talitha Best 

(2019) looked to decide the 

persuasive profile of low-carb, high-

fat (LCHF) weight watchers 

contrasted with other-calorie counter 

and non-weight watcher gatherings, 

concerning both outright food 

decision inspirations (FCMs) and 

relative FCMs (how one inspiration is 

focused on against others) (17). 

Members (N = 330, 287 females, 43 

males) finished a 12-scale food 

decision survey on the web. Results 

showed that each of the three 

gatherings focused on the FCM of 

wellbeing exceptionally. Contrasts 

between the dietary gatherings 

(adapting to mature) showed that the 

"LCHF diet" and "other-diet" bunch 

evaluated FCM's weight control and 

inherent substance (outright and 

relative inspiration scores) 

fundamentally higher than those in 

the "no-diet" bunch. While FCM's 

cost and accommodation (outright 

and relative inspiration scores) were 

appraised altogether lower than the 

"no-diet" bunch (18). Critically, FCM 

Innate substance was the main 

concern for the "LCHF diet" bunch, 

and its degree of significance 

altogether contrasted from the "other-

diet" bunch, which scored inherent 

substance essentially lower in both 

outright and relative terms. 

Conversely, the "LCHF diet" bunch 

scored essentially lower on relative 

creature government assistance when 

contrasted with both different 

gatherings (18). The example of both 

outright and relative food decision 

inspiration scores between each 

gathering is talked about. These 

outcomes show a clever profile of 

contrasts for outright and relative 

FCMs between LCHF weight 

watchers, other-health food nuts, and 

non-calorie counters. 

• Mary Yannakoulia (2019) inspected 

overall weight rates stay at an ascent, 

and treating heftiness is at the highest 

point of the worldwide general well-

being plan (19). In 2013, the 

AHA/ACC/TOS corpulence 

executive's rules were distributed 

(20), generally recommending that 

any dietary plan is by all accounts 

compelling for weight reduction, as 

long as it can prompt a practical 

energy deficiency. In the current 

audit, we update and fundamentally 

talk about accessible data in regard to 

dietary alterations for weight 

reduction and weight reduction 

upkeep, distributed after the 2013 

rules. As to misfortune, we saw no 

confirmation to help that a solitary 

dietary plan, be it a supplement, 

nutritional category, or dietary 

example-based, is more viable than 

the other for accomplishing weight 
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reduction. For weight reduction 

support, distributed mediations point 

towards a similar bearing, albeit 

uncertainly. Most exploration 

investigates the impact of weight 

reduction systems on weight 

reduction upkeep and not the impact 

of the eating regimen during weight 

reduction support (19). 

• Every year, The US News and World 

Report (USNWR), Gabrielle 

Turner-McGrievy, and Michael D 

Wirth assess well-known weight-

loss programs. In addition, dinner 

substitution reduces body weight by 

replacing food varieties with pre-

made, calorie-controlled segments. 

Moderate (reducing energy intake 

from all nutrition types, especially 

those high in fat and added sugars) 

(21); plant-based (excluding 

nutritional categories, like creature 

items); low-carb 

(excluding/restricting starch-

containing food sources) (22). This 

article sought to examine the 

differences between these diets in 

terms of supplements, nutritional 

categories, and diet quality. Methods: 

This study examined comparisons 

between the 40 eating plans evaluated 

by physicians and dietitians for the 

2018 USNWR and was based on data 

arranged by two independent analysts 

(23). 

 

Table 01: Meal Type and No. of 

Individuals 

Type of Meals   No. of 

Individuals 

Moderate              15 

Organic Food              12 

Low Carbohydrates                8 

Feast Substitute               5 

Total          n= 40 

 

This study tracked down contrasts in energy, 

nine tremendous contrasts in supplements, 

and seven massive contrasts in nutritional 

categories among the four different eating 

regimen types. Slims down would in general 

have the most conflict over macronutrients, 

with relating conflicts over starch-containing 

food sources, like products of the soil grains, 

and fat-or protein-containing food varieties, 

like meats. Most weight control plans had 

understanding over underscoring an eating 

routine wealthy in vegetables and low in 

added sugars and liquor. These discoveries 

can assist with advising the plan regarding 

future good dinner plans by evaluating where 

there is agreement and conflicts among 

consumers with fewer calories. The 

discoveries likewise feature conceivable 

supplement and nutrition class holes that 

could be possibly destructive to well-being, 

especially connected with an absence of fiber 

and plant-rich food varieties in low-sugar and 

yeast substitution eats less (23). 

• Ariana M. Chao, Kerry M. 

Quigley, and Thomas A Wadden 

(2021) concentrated on dietary 

change as fundamental to weight 

treatment. Weight reduction eats less 

carbs are accessible and incorporate 

different stages of energy limitation, 

macronutrients, food sources, and 

dietary admission designs. The 

caloric limitation is the normal 

pathway for weight decrease, 

however, various eating regimens 

might instigate weight reduction by 

fluctuating extra instruments, 

including by working with dietary 

adherence (24). This report a review 

of meta-analyses and some 
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preliminary clinical studies revealed 

that diets lower in calories 

consistently produced greater present 

moment (a year) when compared to 

diets higher in calories. Although 

some diets (such as low-fat versus 

low-carb) were found to have short-

term benefits, there were hardly any 

significant long-term differences in 

weight loss for diets with shifting 

macronutrient components (25). 

Enhancing efforts to differentiate 

behavior and metabolic aggregates 

among health food nuts may lead to 

advancements in the field of dietary 

adherence, which is fundamental to 

both short- and long-term weight 

losses (26). 

• M. Guasch-Ferré, and W. C. 

Willett (2021) concentrated on the 

Mediterranean eating regimen 

(MedDiet), one of the most 

considered and notable dietary 

examples around the world, which 

has been related to a great many 

advantages for well-being (27). They 

present a narrative survey that aimed 

to provide a comprehensive overview 

of the ebb and flow of data regarding 

the relationship between the 

mediterranean diet and noteworthy 

outcomes related to well-being, 

taking into account both 

observational and intervention trials 

with outcomes related to clinical 

infections and risk variables. Recent 

studies have confirmed the strengths 

of earlier research regarding the 

benefits of the MedDiet on 

cardiovascular health, specifically the 

reduction of cardiovascular outcome 

rates and risk factors such as obesity, 

hypertension, metabolic disorders, 

and dyslipidemia (28). Additionally, 

evidence suggests that MedDiet is 

associated with lower rates of 

diabetes incidence and improved 

glycemic control in diabetic patients 

when compared to control groups 

who consume fewer carbohydrates. 

3. Perceptions about Losing Weight 

            Background 

In old times, individuals on a weight loss 

journey frequently held different perceptions 

and convictions in regards to food that 

impacted their decisions (29). A few normal 

past discernments incorporated the thought 

that weight reduction required outrageous 

eating regimens or complete food hardship, 

prompting a negative relationship with 

specific food sources. Furthermore, there was 

a propensity to see better eating as tasteless 

or uninspiring. Many accepted that weight 

reduction was a short-term goal rather than a 

long-term lifestyle change frequently 

prompting patterns of counting calories and 

weight recapture (30). These previous 

insights have developed as people have 

acquired a superior comprehension of 

adjusted nourishment, reasonable weight the 

executives and the significance of getting a 

charge out of food varieties that line up with 

their inclinations and objectives (29). This 

change in speculation has added to a more 

comprehensive and viable way to deal with 

weight reduction and food inclinations. 

4. Current Perspective 

Today there has been a critical change in 

perceptions with respect to food inclinations 

among people on a weight reducing journey. 

Many presently perceive the significance of 

adjusted and economical ways to deal with 

weight. Current discernments emphasize the 

consideration of various food sources with 

some restraint, with an emphasis on entire, 

nutritious choices (29). There's a developing 
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comprehension that prohibitive eating 

regimens are frequently unreasonable and 

that partaking in the food sources one likes, 

even while taking a stab at weight reduction 

is pivotal. Moreover, individuals are 

progressively mindful of the meaning of long 

term, way of life changes as opposed to quick 

changes (30). This change in discernment 

mirrors a more sure and all-encompassing 

way to deal with weight reduction, where 

people expect to settle on better decisions 

while as yet relishing the food varieties they 

appreciate. 

5. Weight Loss Standards across the 

Globe 

Weight loss standards and approaches can 

vary significantly from one country to 

another due to cultural, dietary, healthcare, 

and lifestyle differences. In this discussion, 

we'll explore how different countries 

approach weight loss and the standards they 

set. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

defines obesity and overweight (31) as 

follows:  

• BMI more than or equal to 25 is 

considered overweight 

• BMI above or comparable to 30 is 

considered obese. 

1. Pakistan 

In Pakistan, as in many other countries, 

weight loss approaches vary and can be 

influenced by cultural practices, dietary 

preferences, lifestyle, and healthcare 

resources but health and obesity are 

important public health concerns. The 

prevalence of obesity and overweight 

individuals has been on the rise, with both 

adults and children affected. 

2. United States 

The United States has a significant focus on 

weight loss and body image due to a high 

prevalence of obesity. There's an emphasis on 

diet and exercise, with various weight loss 

programs, fad diets, and fitness trends.  

3. Japan 

 Japan has one of the lowest obesity rates 

globally. The Japanese diet emphasizes 

portion control, balance, and low-fat foods. 

The cultural practice of Hara Hachi Bu, or 

eating until 80% full, contributes to 

maintaining a healthy weight. 

4. France     

The French have a reputation for enjoying 

rich foods but tend to maintain healthy 

weights. They prioritize quality over 

quantity and emphasize leisurely meals. 

Regular physical activity and portion control 

are common practices. 

5. India 

Traditional Indian cuisine is diverse, with an 

emphasis on vegetables, legumes, and spices.  

While obesity rates are rising due to changing 

dietary habits, many still rely on traditional 

methods of Ayurveda and Yoga for weight 

management. 

6. South Korea 

South Korea places a strong emphasis on 

appearance and body image. K-pop and the 

"Korean wave" have influenced beauty 

standards. There is pressure to maintain a 

slim physique, leading to a focus on diet and 

exercise. 

7. Mediterranean countries (e.g., Greece, 

Italy) 

The Mediterranean diet is renowned for its 

health benefits and weight management 

properties. It emphasizes olive oil, fruits, 

vegetables, and whole grains. Regular 

physical activity and a relaxed approach to 

dining are common. 

8. Middle Eastern countries 

Middle Eastern diets are diverse, but they 

often include dishes rich in fats and 

carbohydrates. However, cultural practices 

like fasting during Ramadan can lead to 
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weight loss. Some individuals use traditional 

herbal remedies for weight management. 

9. China 

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) 

includes holistic approaches to weight 

management, focusing on balance and 

harmony. Acupuncture and herbal remedies 

are sometimes used. Chinese dietary 

guidelines also stress moderation and 

balance. 

10. Brazil 

Brazil has a growing interest in health and 

fitness, with a focus on outdoor activities and 

physical well-being. The country has a 

diverse cuisine with an emphasis on fresh, 

whole foods. 

11. Mexico 

 Mexican cuisine can be high in calories, but 

traditional dishes are also rich in vegetables 

and spices. Health initiatives are trying to 

promote healthier eating habits. 

 

Table 02: Findings of Obesity in Different 

Studies of Different Countries 
 

            

Country 

 

  Report/ 

Published in 

  

Percentage of 

Obesity% 

 

   

References 

 

           

Pakistan  

World Health 

Organization 

(WHO) 

(2023) 

23% of 

population is 

obese 

(32) 

 

         

United 

States  

NHANES 

(2021) is the 

National Health 

and Nutrition 

Examination 

Survey. 

42.4% of 

population 

were obese 

(33) 

  

    United 

Kingdom 

Report 

published in 

2017 by the 

Organization for 

Economic 

Cooperation and 

Development   

26% of adults 

in England 

were obese 

(34) 

 

               

Japan 

National Health 

and Nutrition 

Survey (2010)  

3.8% in males 

and 3.2% in 

females 

(35) 

 

              

France 

Study published 

in The Lancent 

(2019) 

17% 

population 

were obese 

(36) 

 

              

India 

The Indian 

Journal of 

Community 

Medicine (2020) 

42.1% young 

adults were 

obese 

(37) 

 

          

South 

Korea  

Korean Journal 

of Family 

Medicine (2018) 

33.5% in men 

and 

23.7% women 

were obese 

(38) 

 

               

China  

Journal of the 

American 

Medical 

Association 

(2019) 

40% Adults 

were obese in 

2019 

(39) 

 

               

Brazil 

Brazilian 

Ministry of 

Health (2019) 

20% 

population 

were obese in 

2019 

(40) 

 

              

Mexico 

The Lancet 

(2017) 

70% 

population 

were obese in 

2017 

(41) 

 

6. Methodology Opted 

The survey was conducted with 120 people 

on a weight loss journey, with a different 

class of members originally chosen. A poll 

was then made that inquired about their 

favorite foods, dietary habits, and any 

challenges they faced. Before responding, 

participants were ensured they consented to 

participate in this survey. Responses were 

collected mainly through online forms. After 

all responses were obtained, the data was 

analyzed using specialized software. 

Confidentiality of all data was maintained 

throughout the procedure, and all guidelines 

were observed cautiously. Additionally, the 

findings were communicated to participants, 

and support was offered if needed. 
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In this survey, a cross-sectional outline setup 

was used to look at the food tendencies of 

individuals who had, as of late, been on a 

weight decrease adventure. A different 

example of 100 members was chosen from 

college understudies. To catch an extensive 

preview, members were separated by age, 

orientation, and weight reduction objectives. 

The organized poll utilized in the study 

remembered segments for socioeconomics, 

weight reduction venture subtleties, food 

inclinations, and provokes looked in sticking 

to weight reduction objectives corresponding 

to food inclinations. 

7. Data Analysis 

Weight 

A large portion of the participants of this 

survey were observed to be between 80-90 

kgs. Its rate is 25.2%. This is the explanation 

for their inclination towards weight loss 

approaches. Those who have their weight 

listed in between 60-70kgs and 70-80kgs 

have same rate; 17.6%. In general, the overall 

average weight ranges from 50-90kgs. 

 

Figure 1: Weights 

Consultation with Doctor 

Individuals majorly consulted the doctors for 

their weight loss strategies and efficient 

process. Its percentage is 30%. Almost 25% 

of participants are those who don’t consult 

with any dietician, doctor or physician. 

 

Figure 2: Consultation with Doctor 

 

Specific Diet Plan and Specific Dietary 

Restrictions 

A) Mostly people partaking in the survey 

showed inclination towards intermittent 

fasting with the percentage of 35.3%. The 

second higher proportion is of low 

carbohydrate diet with 34.5%. A low carb 

diet confines starches, like those tracked 

down in pasta, bread, and sweet food 

varieties. It's high in protein, fat, and 

vegetables. It has fundamentally three 

modes: severe, moderate and liberal as 

indicated by how much the carbs are taken 

each day. It also helps in reducing weight. 

Third one is keto diet with the percentage of 

23.5%. The ketogenic diet includes 

consuming an exceptionally low measure of 

carbs and supplanting them with fat to assist 

the body with consuming fat for energy. It 

improves health and efficiently reduces 

weight by utilizing the body’s reserve of 

fats. 

B) There is a high proportion of participants 

who suggested not using sugary beverages 

with a percentage of 37.9% because sweet 

refreshments sendoff glucose stimuli as high 

as possible and quickly, trailed by a 

precarious and unexpected drop that can set 

off hunger. Sweet refreshments likewise 

rapidly drive-up blood fructose levels, which 

prompt various unfriendly outcomes that can 

further advance weight gain. Gluten free and 
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sugary beverages have same percentage of 

25.95% respectively. Gluten food varieties 

contain more calories, fat, sugar and starches, 

and less fiber than gluten-containing handled 

food varieties. Excess of eating these foods 

cause the increase in weight. Plant-based 

food sources splashed in high-calorie 

dressings and stacked with sweet sauces can 

prompt weight gain. 

 

 

Figure 3: A) Diet Plan and B) Dietary 

Restrictions 

Meal Timing and Breakfast 

A) Weight loss dieters still prefer three meals 

per day while doing their diet. The rate of this 

is 37.9%. Skipping meal makes them feeling 

lazy and inactive. Because they are already 

eating in a very restrict environment. Some 

individuals prefer only two meals according 

to their diet. Participants who preferred 2 

meals per day have a percentage of 37.1%. 

Some eat all day but in portions. Weight 

reduction calorie counters actually lean 

toward three meals each day while following 

their eating routine. The pace of this is 

37.9%. Skipping a meal causes them to feel 

languid and idle as they are already eating in 

an extremely confined way. A few people 

favor simply two meals as indicated by their 

eating regimen. Some eat all day yet in 

segments. 

B) Individuals prefer high protein foods as 

results show 37.8% percentage. Somewhere 

around 20 grams of protein at breakfast can 

truly help. Feast choices incorporate fried 

eggs, Greek yogurt, and tofu. Protein is a 

critical supplement for weight reduction. It 

has been a known fact that proteins can assist 

with controlling bodily craving and hold one 

back from overeating. Fruits have second 

high percentage. Natural substances in fruits 

including nutrients, minerals, cell 

reinforcements, fiber, and prebiotics are 

unbelievably really great not just as far as 

safeguarding against persistent illnesses but 

also for dealing with weight. 

 

 

Figure 4: A) Meal Time and B) 

Preferred Breakfast 
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Portion Control and Specific Beverages 

A) The most noteworthy extent of the people 

who are fine with eating in segments with a 

high level of 32.5%. They eat everything 

except, in the piece, not in mass at a 

simultaneous time. Some are fairly agreeable 

and nonpartisan, however, there is likewise 

an extent of those who think it is 

troublesome. Their rate is 11.7%. They are 

the people who just started their eating 

routine and find it challenging to eat under a 

particular control. 

B) Individuals prefer to use one of the any 

specific beverages during their diet. Green 

tea is a refreshment or dietary enhancement 

that might work on mental readiness, ease 

stomach-related side effects and cerebral 

pains, and help with weight reduction. Green 

tea might have benefits for well-being and 

skin. Lemon water can advance whole body, 

support hydration, help digestion, and 

increment weight reduction. Others do not 

use them and some of them are not sure 

whether to use it or not. Both of them have 

almost the same percentage of 28%. 

 

 

Figure 5: A) Portion Control and B) 

Specific Beverages 

Snacking Time and Late-Night Snacking 

People who prefer snacks once a day are at 

the high level of 36.4%. Others do 2-3 times 

in a day. Contritely, in regards to the inquiry 

concerning late night snacking; people who 

don't really want to eat late at night are at a 

level of 36.1%. The second-high rate is of 

eating regularly nibbling around evening 

time with the level of 31.1%. 

 

 

Figure 6: A) Snacking per Day and B) 

Late-night snacking 
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Emotional Trigger and Craving of Sweets 

A) The percentage of people who showed 

their habit of eating in stress or under any 

other emotional triggers is higher with the 

percentage of 35.85%. They go to 

nourishment for solace intentionally or 

unknowingly while dealing with a 

troublesome issue, feeling worried, or in any 

event, feeling exhausted. Immediate eating 

can undermine their weight reduction 

endeavors. It frequently prompts eating 

excessively particularly a lot of unhealthy, 

sweet, and greasy food varieties. 33.3% 

percent individuals are good in controlling 

immediate eating in emotional triggers. Some 

of them are not sure about whether they eat in 

stresses or not. 

B) Weight loss dieters also crave for sweets 

so they eat them on weekly basis, as its 

percentage is 28%, which is higher than 

others. Eating specific food varieties, similar 

to the products of sweets, may assist with 

decreasing the desire for desserts. Some of 

them are on restrict diet so that they avoid 

completely as eating an excess of added sugar 

can have many negative well-being impacts. 

An abundance of improved food sources and 

drinks can prompt weight gain, glucose 

issues, and an expanded risk of coronary 

illness, among other hazardous 

circumstances. 

 

 

Figure 7: A) Emotional trigger and B) 

Craving for Sweets 

8. Discussion 

The state health department used the 

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 

a random-digit telephone survey, in 1996 to 

find out how common it is for US individuals 

to try to lose or maintain weight and to learn 

about weight control techniques. For men and 

women, respectively, the reported prevalence 

of attempting to reduce weight was 28.8% 

and 43.6%. In every sociodemographic and 

weight range, women were more likely than 

men to have tried to reduce their weight. A 

popular tactic used by people trying to reduce 

weight was cutting back on fat but not 

calories (34.9% of men and 40.0% of 

women); only 21.5% of men and 19.4% of 

women reported combining cutting calories 

with at least 150 minutes of leisure-time 

physical activity per week, which is the 

recommended combination. There was a 90.4 

kg median weight and an 81.4 kg target 

weight among males who were trying to 

reduce weight. Aiming for 59.0 kg, the 

median weight among women was 70.3 kg 

(42, 43). 

As in this study of weight reduction, absolute 

120 members partake in it. From 100 

members, female's proportion is more than 

male proportion. As their rate is 63.8% and 
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male rate is 36.2%. Females are all the more 

oftentimes disappointed with their weight, 

and see themselves as significantly heavier 

than they really are. In view of this 

discernment, females endeavor to lessen 

weight more frequently than men. Adam 

Drewnowski et al., a self-generated list of 10 

favorite meals was requested from a sizable 

clinical sample of obese men and women. 

The lists were notable for their frequent 

inclusion of items that are important sources 

of fat in the diets of Americans. Obese 

women tended to mention carbohydrate/fat 

sources (doughnuts, cookies, cake) and sweet 

meals as their favorite foods, whereas obese 

males tended to select more protein/fat 

sources (meat dishes). There was no proof 

that human obesity was often characterized 

by selective preferences for the single 

macronutrient, carbohydrates. 

Diets prescribed by health professionals were 

associated with the most positive 

perceptions: they were perceived as being 

relatively easy to follow, as leading to 

reduced frustration, and more importantly, as 

being less likely to lead to weight regain or to 

dietary imbalance following cessation. 

Health professionals are likely to be aware of 

the importance of setting achievable goals for 

dieters, and of the health impact of even 

modest weight loss. In fact, expert 

recommendations now tend to shift from 

low- and very-low-calorie diets to moderate 

restrictions concomitant with physical 

activity in order to achieve progressive 

weight loss (44). 

There is the greater part of individuals who 

counseled the specialist for the particular 

eating routine as per their digestion and 

prerequisite. A specialist can assist you with 

fostering a nourishment plan that will 

guarantee you are getting sufficient good 

food and that you can give your body the fuel 

it requirements to remain sound and consume 

with smoldering heat fat so you can 

undoubtedly drop those undesirable pounds. 

Yet, as indicated by the people who are not 

counseling any specialist have assessed that 

whatever the specialist gives, for example, 

explicit eating routine arrangement and 

explicit activities isn't that much more 

powerful than we do our own things, for 

example, using the stairwell all the more 

frequently and so on, can lessen more weight. 

According to Turner-McGrievy et al., 

vegetarian and vegan diets may cause more 

weight reduction than more moderate diets. 

After six months, there was a substantial 

difference in the body weight loss between 

the vegan group and the other groups (45).  

Studies on intermittent fasting often reveal 

that during IF, hunger levels either stay the 

same or even go down.  

Varady et al.'s 12-week study with 30 

participants revealed that perceptions of 

hunger during intermittent fasting (IF) were 

comparable to those during unrestricted 

intake (46). Treatment of obesity with 

intermittent fasting is promising. The 

investigations conducted thus far have been 

brief and of modest size. To fully 

comprehend the long-term impact that IF can 

have on weight loss, further extensive study 

is required (47). Similar to our study, most 

people favored intermittent fasting, which 

entails eating only at specific times. There 

may be health benefits to fasting for a 

predetermined number of hours each day or 

to eating just once every two to three days for 

a week. Additionally, intermittent fasting, 

also referred to as irregular fasting, may help 

the body enter ketosis more quickly than the 

keto diet alone. This is because the keto diet 

is specifically designed to help your body 

switch from using carbohydrates as fuel to 

using fats as fuel while fasting. 
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9. Future Perspective 

As the genetic testing and different 

nutritional medicines improves, weight 

reducing plans have a significant role in on 

individual’s metabolism and fitness. Health 

maintenance and nutritional factors now 

measured with advanced technology such as 

smart watches and different application of 

weight loss. These technologies will change 

the perspective of weight reduction around 

the globe. Future loss initiatives will play an 

important role in anger management, eating 

disorders and in physiological barriers of 

adopting healthy attitude by reflecting that 

the mental health have significant role in 

weight loss management. In the future, 

fitness and health will be priority not the 

weight loss alone. These all includes the 

facets of lifestyle which contributes to a 

healthy life; such as sleep hygiene, proper 

meal time, interactions with social gatherings 

etc. Overall, the future weight loss dieters 

will see the increase in the individuals 

through advancement of technology, 

socially, morally and through the 

sustainability of achieving the desired 

weight. 

10. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the findings of our survey on 

weight loss reveal a notable trend among 

participants, with a majority opting for 

intermittent fasting as their preferred diet 

plan. This outcome underscores the growing 

popularity of intermittent fasting as a viable 

and widely embraced approach to achieving 

weight loss goals. Intermittent fasting's 

appeal may lie in its flexible structure, 

allowing individuals to choose from various 

fasting and eating windows that suit their 

lifestyles. The positive response to 

intermittent fasting aligns with existing 

research highlighting its potential benefits, 

including improved metabolic health, weight 

loss, and adherence due to its simplicity and 

adaptability. In terms of being a good diet, 

other diets also perform well. However, all of 

these diets—aside from intermittent 

fasting—call for careful food planning each 

day. This is the reason why other meals 

receive less attention. Furthermore, the 

majority of individuals lack the funds to 

purchase every item required for diets, which 

all involve patience in order to lose weight. 

Thus, they choose intermittent fasting over 

other eating plans.   

As we conclude this survey, it is essential to 

acknowledge the diversity of weight loss 

strategies and recognize that individual 

preferences, cultural factors, and health 

considerations contribute to the dynamic 

landscape of dietary choices. Further 

research and ongoing exploration of different 

weight loss approaches will continue to 

enrich our understanding, helping individuals 

make informed decisions tailored to their 

unique needs and goals. These findings 

emphasize the importance of promoting 

evidence-based, sustainable, and 

individualized strategies for weight 

management, with intermittent fasting 

emerging as a noteworthy player in the 

pursuit of a healthier lifestyle. 
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